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Equilibrium physics breakdown reveals the active
nature of red blood cell flickering
H. Turlier1,2,3, D. A. Fedosov4, B. Audoly3,5, T. Auth4, N. S. Gov6, C. Sykes2, J.-F. Joanny2,3,7,
G. Gompper4 and T. Betz2,8*

Red blood cells, or erythrocytes, are seen to flicker under optical microscopy, a phenomenon initially described as thermal
fluctuations of the cell membrane. But recent studies have suggested the involvement of non-equilibrium processes,
without definitively ruling out equilibrium interpretations. Using active and passive microrheology to directly compare the
membrane response and fluctuations on single erythrocytes, we report here a violation of the fluctuation–dissipation relation,
which is a direct demonstration of the non-equilibrium nature of flickering. With an analytical model of the composite
erythrocyte membrane and realistic stochastic simulations, we show that several molecular mechanisms may explain the
active fluctuations, and we predict their kinetics. We demonstrate that tangential metabolic activity in the network formed by
spectrin, a cytoskeletal protein, can generate curvature-mediated active membrane motions. We also show that other active
membrane processes represented by direct normal force dipoles may explain the observed membrane activity. Our findings
provide solid experimental and theoretical frameworks for future investigations of the origin and function of active motion
in cells.

One of the first observations of red blood cells (RBC) by
optical microscopy during the nineteenth century was the
‘vibrating’ fluctuation of its plasma membrane1. Important

biological functions of this flickering have been suggested, such
as decreased interactions between cells2 or facilitated diffusion
of membrane proteins3. Today, flickering analysis is envisaged
as a promising tool for high-rate malaria diagnosis4. However,
although equilibrium fluctuation models5–7 have been used to
infer mechanical properties of RBCs since the seminal work
of Brochard and Lennon8, the fundamental question whether
membrane fluctuations are driven by an active process or simply by
thermal agitation remains controversial9–12.

Possible active metabolic origins were conjectured more than
60 years ago13, but were readily questioned by the observation that
flickering arises in reconstituted membranes as well. By comparing
membrane fluctuations directly between healthy RBCs and cells
depleted of ATP (adenosine triphosphate), recent experiments find
a decrease of fluctuations on ATP-depletion, hence suggesting that
an active process may contribute to membrane undulations6,14–16.
However, the passive mechanical properties of the RBC membrane
themselves depend strongly on ATP, as illustrated by the stiffening
of the RBC membrane on starvation6,15,17–19, which correlates
with a sudden transition from discocyte to spiculated echinocyte
shapes20,21. Therefore, a direct and compelling explanation for the
decrease of fluctuations observed in ATP-depleted cells is the
stiffening of the membrane22,23 rather than the loss of putative
active (that is, non-equilibrium) fluctuations. To make a different
assessment of the involvement of metabolic activity in flickering, an
attractive approach was used by Tuvia et al.14: at equilibrium, the
mean-square fluctuations amplitude is a thermodynamic variable,

which, by definition, cannot depend on the dynamics, and in
particular on medium viscosity. Tuvia et al.14 reported a viscosity
dependence of the mean-square fluctuations amplitude in the
frequency range 0.3–30Hz on changing the suspending medium,
and therefore drew the conclusion of a metabolic origin of the
flickering. However, recent analysis of fluctuations over a larger
bandwidth (0.1–1,000Hz) shows no detectable dependence of
fluctuation amplitudes on medium viscosity6, as also confirmed
here (Supplementary Fig. 1 and Supplementary Information
AppendixC), hencemaking the conclusions of Tuvia et al. equivocal.
Recent publications15,24 reported non-Gaussian features in the
RBC membrane fluctuations distribution and associated them
with an active mechanism. However, an equilibrium fluctuations
distribution is also likely to exhibit non-Gaussian tails, as soon as
anharmonicities are present in the membrane25,26. On the other
hand, the fluctuations distribution of a non-equilibrium system can
be perfectly Gaussian25,27. As a consequence, the observation of
Gaussian fluctuations distributions6,9,11,12 does not necessarily imply
that RBC flickering is purely thermal. ATP-dependent temporal
correlations, consistent with an active component, were recently
identified16; however, their interpretation is model-dependent and
does not provide unequivocal evidence for active forces.

An unquestionable hallmark of equilibrium systems is alterna-
tively found in the fluctuation–dissipation theorem (FDT), which
relates directly mechanical properties to fluctuations in the linear
regime28. By measuring the response function and spontaneous
fluctuations for the same system and for the same experimental
conditions, it is possible to assert directly the presence of non-
equilibrium processes, as recently demonstrated in vitro for hair
bundles29, active gels30 and suspended bone cells31. A series of
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techniques allow the measurement of cellular mechanics32, and
the RBC membrane response has been measured previously using
micropipette aspiration33, electric fields34, or optical tweezers10,35,
but never compared directly to the fluctuations in the same cell.
Here, we use active and passive microrheology to measure directly
single erythrocytemembrane response and fluctuations for the same
cell over timescales frommilliseconds up to tens of seconds, a range
which remains unattained so far10.

The experimental approach relies on a time-shared multiplexed
optical tweezer, generating four independent traps that control
the position of four streptavidin-functionalized polystyrene beads
attached to a biotinylated RBC at opposite sites along its rim (Fig. 1
and Supplementary Fig. 2). The beads allow us to apply well-defined
forces on the cell membrane, but they can also track localmembrane
shape deformation with sub-nm accuracy and avoid problems
related to the convolution between the cell edge and the detection
laser when directly tracking the membrane6,36. Using this set-up we
can detect both the free fluctuations andmechanical response of the
cell membrane with sub-millisecond temporal resolution, thanks to
an interferometric detection system (Fig. 1a). Three beads (Fig. 1a
inset) serve as handles to hold the cell 20 µm above the coverslip
surface in the observation chamber. The fourth bead is used as a
probe (Fig. 1a inset) to detect free fluctuations or to measure the
mechanical response of the membrane under external driving.

In a first experimental step, the free membrane fluctuations are
determined by reducing the laser trap power on the probe bead from
5mW to 0.1mW. This value is insufficient for stable trapping, but
does allow laser-tracking of the bead position. We checked carefully
that the presence of this weak trap does not restrict the fluctuations
(Supplementary Fig. 3). Therefore, the bead motion directly reflects
membrane fluctuations (Fig. 1b), which are characterized by their
power spectrum density (PSD) C(f ), expressed as function of the
frequency f . Furthermore, the influence of the bead on the PSD
remains lower than measurement error in the frequency range
probed here when compared to the free membrane (Supplementary
Fig. 4). Immediately after PSD measurement, the mechanical
response is determined for the same cell in a second experiment,
where the three handle traps remain unchanged but the average
laser power on the probe bead is increased to 5mW. Sinusoidal
oscillations of the probe trap at a driving frequency f (Fig. 1c,
blue) displace it over a 200 nm amplitude (Fig. 1c, green). The
complex response function χ(f ) is calculated as the ratio between
the Fourier transforms of the position x(f ) and force F(f ) at the
driving frequency f . The real and imaginary parts of the response
function, χ ′ and χ ′′, correspond respectively to the elastic and the
dissipative components of the linear response of the RBCmembrane
to the applied force. To obtain the frequency-dependent response
function, we repeat this active rheology measurement for driving
frequencies ranging from 0.2Hz to 1 kHz. We check the linearity of
the response by investigating the force–deformation relation as well
as the absence of higher harmonics in the bead displacement and
response spectra for each driving force (Supplementary Fig. 5). For
both active and passive microrheology measurements, the handle
beads move around their equilibrium position. Hence, the probe-
bead movement combines the mechanics of the cell and the handle
traps. Fluctuations andmechanical response functions aremeasured
under the exact same experimental conditions, which enables us to
directly test the validity of the FDT (ref. 28), which reads

C(f )=2kBT χ ′′(f )/(2πf ) (1)

where kBT is the thermal energy, with kB being
Boltzmann’s constant.

We check for violation of the FDT in fresh RBCs, as well as in
cells that were ATP-depleted by incubation in glucose-free medium
(GFM) at 37 ◦C for 16 h (partial ATP-depletion) and >48 h (full
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Figure 1 | Experimental set-up. a, The position of an infrared laser is
controlled by a pair of acousto-optical-deflectors (AOD) that allow rapid
beam scanning (6 µs switching time). The beam is relayed by a telescope to
enter the back focal plane of a×60 NA 1.2 water immersion objective
(Obj1), and focused into the sample chamber. The light is collected using a
×60 NA 0.9 water immersion objective (Obj2), and the back focal plane of
this objective is imaged onto a quadrant photodiode (QPD). Four beads are
attached to the RBC, as sketched in the inset. One bead (marked by black
arrow) is used as probe bead either to detect fluctuations or is moved by a
sinusoidal force. b, Typical time record of the membrane fluctuations.
c, Typical time record of the membrane response (green) to a sinusoidal
force at 19 Hz (blue). The phase shift of about 20 ms is due to dissipation.

ATP-depletion). For fully ATP-depleted cells (nine experiments on
seven cells) Fig. 2a plots the dissipative part of the response function
and the predictions from the FDT based on the PSD measurements
(equation (1)). The observed collapse of both data sets demonstrates
the validity of the FDT for a purely passive RBC, as expected. In
strong contrast, fresh RBCs (21 experiments on 9 cells) show a
clear violation of the FDT in the low-frequency regime f < 10Hz
(Fig. 2b). This result is a direct and conclusive demonstration
that an active mechanical process contributes to the flickering
of the RBC membrane at timescales above 100ms. Conversely,
the collapse of free fluctuations and response at high frequencies
(f >10Hz) indicates the validity of the FDT for rapid fluctuations.
Therefore, thermal agitation is the dominant source of fluctuations
at short timescales (<100ms). We conclude that fluctuation
measurements can be reliably used to infer mechanical properties of
the RBC membrane only in this high-frequency limit. The validity
of previous studies, which used equilibrium theories to extract
mechanical information on the RBCmembrane, has therefore to be
critically checked. The comparison of the dissipative response for
the three conditions (zero, partial and full ATP-depletion) in Fig. 2c
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Figure 2 | Membrane fluctuations and apparent response. a, After 48 h incubation in glucose-free medium (GFM) at 37 ◦C, the measured response
function (filled black circles) coincides with the response calculated from the power spectrum density C(f) measurement (open black circles) using the
fluctuation–dissipation theorem (equation (1)). (Inset) RBC after>48 h in GFM. b, For fresh RBCs, the measured response (filled red squares) and the
response calculated from fluctuations measurement (open red squares) di�er below 10 Hz by more than an order of magnitude, indicating a clear violation
of the FDT. c, The dissipative response is moderately reduced for 16 h GFM, and strongly reduced for>48 h GFM. (Inset) RBC after>16 h in GFM.
d, E�ective energy Ee�(f)=C(f)πf/χ(f) for fresh RBCs (red), after 16 h in GFM (blue) and for>48 h in GFM (black). (Inset) Low-frequency (0.2 Hz)
e�ective energy as a function of relative mechanical changes. Error bars denote s.d. Scale bars are 5 µm.

confirms the strong metabolic dependence of passive membrane
properties noted previously6,12,18,22,23.

To measure directly the metabolic energy input which drives
active fluctuations, we use the concept of effective energy6 Eeff(f ),
defined as the thermal energy at a frequency f that would be
necessary to recover the FDT in the non-equilibrium system, given
by Eeff(f )= C(f )πf /χ ′′(f ). The metabolic energy input driving
active flickering is visualized directly above 1kBT in Fig. 2d.
Interestingly, ATP-depletion of RBCs is not fully complete after
16 h of incubation in glucose-free medium17,37. The effective energy
coincides with the thermal energy at high frequency for all
conditions, but it increases up to 23kBT at low frequencies for fresh
RBCs (ref. 27). Integrating this deviation over the full spectrum
gives an estimate of the power Pf ∼ 0.025 fW used for driving the
membrane fluctuations. This is only a very small fraction of the total
metabolic energy turnover in the RBC (ref. 38) of PRBC∼10 fW.

Diverse metabolic processes have been identified in the RBC
membrane.We use here analytical and simulationmodels to explore
their relevance in explaining the observed active fluctuations. The
membrane consists of a network of spectrin filaments anchored to a
lipid bilayer, as illustrated in Fig. 3a. Biochemists identified several
phosphorylation sites directly in the network: at the transmembrane
protein complexes 4.1R (refs 23,39,40) and ankyrin41, which anchor
the network in the bilayer, but also at the spectrin chains22. These
phosphorylations have been associatedwith a decreasedmechanical
strength of the membrane6,15,22,23,42, but the underlying molecular
mechanism remains unclear. Instead of considering one specific
process, we argue here that any relevant spectrin phosphorylation
should lead to a local decrease of the network shear modulus, as
this single parameter characterizes its mechanical properties. Our

mean-field approach therefore encompasses the filament detach-
ment hypothesis42,43, but also other potential spectrin metabolic
processes. More precisely, we assume a simple two-state dynamics,
where phosphorylation sites can switch between active and inactive
states with transition rates ka and ki respectively, hence defining
a mean activity 〈na〉 = ka/(ka+ki). The network shear modulus
fluctuates accordingly around a mean value, 〈µ〉 =µ0(1− 〈na〉),
that decreases with phosphorylation.Modelling the RBCmembrane
mechanics remains a challenging task, as multiple length scales and
timescales are involved. Most previous composite models are hence
numerical44–47 or limited to flat geometries16,42,43,48–50. We derive here
an active compositemembranemodel in a spherical geometry, while
considering explicitly the finite elasticity of the spectrin network and
its sliding relative to the bilayer.

The spectrin cytoskeleton is idealized as a perfect triangular
network of springs. In line with previous studies33,42,51, we assume
it to be prestressed (see Fig. 3a). The filaments are homogeneously
prestretched by a factor ξ >1, which preserves the six-fold symme-
try of the network52.We can hence homogenize the discrete filament
energy into an effectively isotropic continuous elastic membrane
that we describe in the regime of finite elasticity (see Supplementary
Information p13–16). Its energy, expressed as a function of the
incremental deformations from the prestressed state, is Hookean
and includes a prestress term. Integrated over themembrane surface
A, it reads E =

∫
dA[εi+Seαα+M((1/2)(eαβ)2+e2αβ)], where εi is

the constant energy density due to prestress and eαβ is the nonlin-
ear incremental membrane strain tensor. The prestressed network
mechanics is characterized by an effective spectrin tension S and
an incremental shear modulus M , which are both functions of
the prestretch ratio ξ , the phosphorylation activity 〈na〉 and the
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Figure 3 | Analytic composite model of the red blood cell membrane. a, Schematic description of the membrane geometry and configurations: the
membrane is composed of the lipid bilayer and a regular triangular network of spring-like spectrin filaments. It fluctuates around an intermediate state
where the spectrin network is prestressed and the bilayer compressed on average. b, A large enough excess area of lipid bilayer creates a negative bilayer
tension σ0, as a result of its tangential compression. This bilayer elastic contribution can counterbalance the e�ective spectrin tension S, which results from
filament prestretch. c, The membrane deformation is a combination of bending and stretching modes, illustrated here for the spherical harmonic l=3.
d, The analytic model (solid lines) can reproduce the experimental fluctuations and response data (crosses). Shaded areas denote s.d.

stress-free shear modulus µ0. For vanishing prestress (ξ = 1) the
spectrin tension vanishes and M = 〈µ〉 (Supplementary Fig. 6).
Extending a previous approach53, we derive the elastic forces of the
spectrin network and expand them into vector spherical harmonics,
which allows one to identify the three elementary modes of defor-
mation: bending, stretching and shear. As usual in thin-shell theory,
bending and stretching deformations are linearly coupled for curved
membranes, as illustrated in Fig. 3c for the harmonic l=3; by con-
trast, shear is decoupled here and is therefore ignored. The inexten-
sible lipid bilayer is classically characterized by a bending modulus
κ and a surface tension σ0, and its elastic forces can be derived from
the Canham–Helfrich energy54,55 H=

∫
(κ/2C2

+σ0)dA, where C
measures the mean local curvature.

The dissipative forces on the membrane have several sources.
The inner and outer fluids have different viscosities and exert

viscous stresses53, whereas the relative movement of the spectrin
with respect to the lipid bilayer leads to a tangential friction force.
Surprisingly, this friction force is found to largely overcome viscous
damping for large wavelengths; it therefore controls the tangential
relaxation dynamics (Supplementary Fig. 6). A Langevinmembrane
dynamics is obtained by combining elastic and dissipative forces
with thermal noise. This leads, for a given spherical harmonic
(l ,m), to an effective dynamics coupling bending u(r)lm and stretching
u(1)lm deformations

dUlm(t)
dt

=−Wlm×Ulm(t)+ZTH
lm (t)+Z

A
lm(t) (2)

where Wlm is the relaxation frequency matrix for the membrane
deformation Ulm= (u(r)lm , u(1)lm ). The thermal noise ZTH

lm (t) naturally
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contributes to both bending and stretching fluctuations, whereas
metabolic shear modulus fluctuations µlm(t) in an isolated network
generate direct active forces both in the tangential and normal
directions. When the network is coupled to the bilayer, however,
we predict the local bilayer incompressibility to systematically
cancel the direct active normal force and we end up with an
additional active source of noise for the stretching modes only,
ZA

lm(t)= (0,ΩA
lmµlm(t)). This is, therefore, in contrast to previous

phenomenological active models based on the existence of a direct
active normal force16,42. Tangential metabolic noise nevertheless
perturbs normal membrane motions via the curvature-mediated
coupling between bending and stretching modes (non-diagonal
components of the matrix Wlm). This effect is dampened by the
friction between the bilayer and the network, and therefore depends
critically on the tangentially fluid character of the bilayer. The
membrane shape fluctuation spectrum for each spherical harmonic
(l ,m) can be calculated in Fourier space as a sum of the dissipative
part of the response function χ ′′lm(f ) and this active contribution

Clm(f )=
2kBT
2πf

χ ′′lm
(
f
)
+

2 〈na〉(1−〈na〉)τa

1+
(
2πf τa

) ∣∣Nlm(f )
∣∣2 (3)

where Nlm(f ) captures the complex mode- and frequency-
dependent propagation of tangential active noise into membrane
shape fluctuations. The deviation from FDT is characterized by an
active timescale τa=(ka+ki)−1, which controls the frequency below
which a departure from equilibrium is observed for a specific mode

(l ,m): for active timescales much lower than the typical membrane
relaxation frequency |Wlm|, the membrane does not have time to
move and the metabolic activity is ineffective, whereas for larger
active timescales the FDT violation increases and finally saturates
at a value set by the maximum energy input in the system (see
Supplementary Fig. 6). We calculate the fluctuation spectrum C(f )
as a sum over the relevant modes (l≥2,−l≤m≤ l) and predict a
violation of FDT for non-zero metabolic activity 〈na〉(1−〈na〉)>0
and for a prestressed spectrin network ξ >1⇔S>0, in agreement
with previous hypotheses42,43. In contrast, we find here that the
violation vanishes for flat membranes (R→∞). The membrane
curvature is therefore a key feature for propagating tangential
spectrin activity into normal shape motions, and we predict an
increase of active fluctuations with membrane curvature, which
may explain the higher fluctuations recently measured along
the rim of the RBC compared to its central region15,24. To fit the
experimental data for rheological tests we use typical mechanical
parameters for the RBC that have been either experimentally
measured or estimated in simulations, and four fitting parameters
(see Supplementary Table): the active rates ka = 1.12 s−1 and
ki= 5.6 s−1, leading to a mean fraction of active sites 〈na〉≈ 17%,
the network prestretch ξ=1.04, controlling both passive and active
spectrin mechanics, and the lipid bilayer excess area 1≈ 1.9%,
which determines the bilayer tension56,57 (see Supplementary
Information p29–31). Our model shows excellent agreement with
the passive response of the membrane and can reproduce the active
fluctuation spectrum (Fig. 3d). A broader distribution of active
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timescales may refine this agreement and could arise from a Bell-
like dependence of the transition rates on membrane extension58.
Interestingly, we find a slightly negative lipid bilayer tension
σ0=−6.5× 10−7 Jm−2, which reveals a tangential compression of
the bilayer, in agreement with a previous independent estimation48.
Writing the force balance for the harmonic l = 0, which reduces
to the Laplace law 1P = 2(S+σ0)/R, we find that the elastic
contribution arising from compression of the bilayer is large
enough to counterbalance intrinsically the spectrin tension S> 0
in the membrane, even in the absence of a pressure jump (Fig. 3b).
Our analytical model is therefore self-consistent and shows that
the composite nature of the RBC membrane allows it to maintain
an intrinsic prestress, a necessary feature for the emergence of
spectrin-based active fluctuations.

To investigate the role of other potential metabolic processes
in flickering, such as ion pumps59 or phospholipid translocase60
activities, we employ a cell-scale in-silico model, which allows
us to closely mimic the experimental situation, including the
biconcave RBC geometry, the membrane curvature and stretching
elasticity, the attached beads, and the optical tweezers. In our
simulations, the hydrodynamics of the internal and external fluids
and thermal fluctuations are taken into account by a particle-based
mesoscale simulation technique, the dissipative particle dynamics
method61,62. Our RBCmodel (Fig. 4a) is based on a two-dimensional
triangulation of the composite membrane63, which corresponds to
a network of viscoelastic springs with the inclusion of membrane
bending energy and constraints for the conservation of membrane
area and volume (see Supplementary Note, Section 1). The spring
elementsmimic the stretching elasticity of the spectrin network, and
simultaneously capture viscous dissipation within the membrane.
The bending energy describes bending resistance of the lipid bilayer,
whereas the area and volume conservation constraints mimic the
incompressibility of the lipid bilayer and cytosol, respectively.
Modelling the RBC membrane at the spectrin level is still very
challenging for realistic physical conditions (that is, appropriate
ambient temperature, membrane elasticity, and long times). To
obtain an accurate averaging of fluctuations at the timescales
of several minutes, which is much longer than a typical RBC
relaxation time, we need to employ a coarse-grained model of
the membrane, restricting its triangulation to about a thousand
vertices. This coarse-grained description for a RBC has proved to
reproduce quantitatively and accurately the viscoelasticity of the
RBCmembrane, as well as deformation of RBCs due external forces
(laser tweezers) and under flow63,64.

To simulate active processes, we furthermore add random active
forces acting normally on membrane vertices (Fig. 4c). For ion
pumps, or other membrane protein activity, the force exerted by an
active centre has to be counteracted by an exact opposite force in the
surrounding fluid. The force density field of active centres therefore
has a zero monopole moment, and the first contribution expected is
a force dipole65.

As in experiments, the three handle beads in simulations are
held by a harmonic potential mimicking optical tweezers, whereas
the probe bead is moved sinusoidally to determine the mechanical
response function (Fig. 4a,b). The free fluctuations of the probe
bead are measured in a separate simulation. The simulations
reproduce accurately the experimental response function (Fig. 4d),
and lead to estimation of the mechanical properties of RBCs
(Supplementary Table). The mechanical properties found are fully
consistent with previous experimental estimations. Simulations
reproduce the experimental violation of the FDT very precisely
with the force amplitude F0 = 650 fN for active dipoles and with
the transition rates ka = 0.42 s−1 and ki = 1.3 s−1 between active
and inactive states (Fig. 4d). The order of magnitude of the dipole
force amplitude is consistent with simple estimates proposed for ion
pumps65. The timescales are longer than those predicted analytically

with the spectrin activity hypothesis, a difference which may be
explained by the large bilayer friction, dampening the propagation
of tangential spectrin activity into normal membrane shape
fluctuations. When active processes are turned off, the simulated
membrane fluctuations correspond to the FDT predictions (Fig. 4d,
dashed lines), as expected. The resulting stochastic process for
the membrane activity leads to an average fraction of active sites
(that is, those with the force applied at any moment of time) on a
RBC of about 12%. Thus, our RBC simulations show that simple
uncorrelated active force dipoles can reproduce experimental results
with excellent accuracy. The agreement between experiments and
simulation results, using force dipoles, indicates that the spectrin
network, as suggested by our and other theoretical models, may
not be the only source of activity in the RBC membrane. In
particular, the activity of ion pumps in the membrane might offer
a compelling explanation for the active flickering we measure here
directly59,65. Simulations also allow efficient testing of hypothetical
active processes, such as local force monopoles, that may conserve
momentum only globally. Such active force centres fit the data
equally well, with the same active rates as force dipoles but
with tenfold lower force amplitudes F0 = 50 fN, in agreement
with previous estimations43 (Supplementary Fig. 7). Therefore,
our simulations show that several, non-excluding, underlying
mechanisms of uncorrelated active forces may explain membrane
activity and suggest that further experimental characterizations are
required to clearly identify the molecular mechanisms involved in
flickering. They provide clear kinetic and amplitude predictions to
guide future experiments.

Methods
Methods and any associated references are available in the online
version of the paper.
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Methods
Experimental preparation and effects on tension. Biotinylated red blood cells are
prepared as described previously66 and mixed with streptavidin-coated beads
(3.28 µm diameter). Four beads are attached to the RBC in an opposing geometry
(Fig. 1) by trapping and manipulating the beads and the RBC using the multiplexed
optical tweezers. The attachment area of the bead on the membrane was visually
estimated to be about 1 µm in diameter (Supplementary Methods and
Supplementary Fig. 2), which corresponds to about 2% of the RBC membrane. The
resulting increase of tension can be estimated to be only about 0.2%, and will hence
not have a significant impact on the membrane fluctuations.

Bead and membrane motions. In the experiments we use the probe bead not only
to determine the free fluctuations of the membrane, but also to apply a given force
to the cell. The handle beads are exclusively used to keep the system in a stable 3D
situation 20 µm above the substrate. To test to what extent the probe-bead
fluctuations actually represent the membrane motion we also prepared sample cells
with only three handle beads and measured the membrane fluctuations on the
position where the fourth bead is usually attached, using the methods reported
previously6. Supplementary Fig. 4 shows an overlay of the free probe-bead
fluctuations and the free membrane. Within the error, the two remain typically
equal, and only at low frequencies is there a systematic, but insignificant difference
between the probe bead and the membrane. Interestingly, the membrane
fluctuations in this 3D situation are a factor of five higher than the fluctuations
measured on the sedimented RBC (Supplementary Fig. 4). Hence, when modelling
the RBC membrane fluctuations, surface effects such as gravity-mediated
interactions as well as friction need to be taken into account for a correct analysis.
To this end, our results can explain the previously found overestimation of RBC
viscosities in the fluctuation analysis of sedimented cells6.

Effect of the trapping laser on measurements. To verify that the weak laser does
not suppress any fluctuations, we compare the PSD of a free bead to the PSD of a
bead attached to the RBC in the experimental situation described, using 0.1mW in
both cases. The resulting plot (Supplementary Fig. 3) shows that the motion of the
bead is indeed limited by the cell, as the free bead fluctuations are larger over the
full frequency range.

Furthermore, we checked that the response function measured by the active
microrheology does not simply reflect the trap stiffness of the handle beads. This
was verified by comparing the PSD of the handle beads with the PSD derived from
the measured response function (Supplementary Fig. 8). The result shows that the
response function of the cell is different from the response function imposed by the
handle traps over the relevant frequency regime of 0.1–100Hz. Hence, the response
function does indeed reflect the RBC mechanics.

Possible heating effects of the laser on the cell cannot be excluded. We
can see haemolysis of cells if trapped with 100mW for more than 30min.
However, with the applied laser intensities we do not observe any effect
during the experiments. As both the active and passive measurements are
done in the same situation (handle beads trapped with 5mW), the typical heating
should be similar in both situations and not lead to a systematic error of
the measurements.

Finally, we can use the diffusive motion of the handle beads in the traps during
the passive experiments to ensure that the determined PSD of the probe bead is not
simply reflecting the fluctuations of the whole cell. Supplementary Fig. 9(a) shows
the PSD of the probe bead and the handle beads in the passive experiments
(0.1mW on the probe bead), whereas panel (b) gives the time evolution of these
motions. The fluctuations of the free probe bead are significantly larger,
which confirms that we can use it to infer information about the cell
membrane fluctuations.

QPD and force calibration. For the correct measurement of both the bead motion
and the forces applied to the bead, calibration of the QPD as well as the force
calibration are key elements. These calibrations are done in situ on the beads
attached to the cells. QPD calibration is obtained by a rapid scanning protocol that
ensures no relevant bead motion during the scan (Supplementary Fig. 10) and by
an in situ force calibration (Supplementary Methods and Supplementary Fig. 9). As
presented in Supplementary Fig. 11, the presence of the cell does influence the
position calibration by about 10%. This also leads to a change in trap stiffness in the
situation where the cell is attached to the beads (Supplementary Methods for
details). Both effects are accounted for in the in situ calibration. It should be noted
that force calibration is possible even in the absence of a priori knowledge
concerning the friction in the cell-bead system. The in situ calibration strategy also
becomes important when the cells change their shape—for example under
ATP-depletion, where the procedure used ensures a correct interpretation of the
measurements. As the QPD calibration depends on a precise interpretation of the
QPD signal on rapid laser motion, artefacts from the repositioning of the laser are
suppressed by exclusively taking the data acquired during the time the laser rests at
a given position (Supplementary Fig. 12).

More details about the scanning routines, force calibration and the
experimental procedure can be found in the Supplementary Methods.
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